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S&P 500 Technical Status

The S&P 500 is just below its all-time high that was set 
on May 7, 2021 @ 4232. Since mid-April, the S&P 500 
has been fairly fl at. At the same time, volume has been 
heading lower. Ideally, increasing volume as the S&P 
500 breaks above its all-time high would indicate that 
the rally could have some “legs.” At this point, declin-
ing volume does not bode well for this move.

In addition, the RSI has been heading lower, indicating  
a slowing in momentum. The next level of support is 
4,100, which is below the 50 day moving average. If the 
S&P 500 breaks below this level, investors will start to 
talk about a mini-double top having been broken to the 
downside. This would probably see the investor psyche 
in the market decidedly shift to the negative side.

On a seasonal basis, the S&P 500 tends to perform well 
in the fi rst few days of the June and then is typically 
weaker for most of the rest of the month. At this point, 
the risk reward ratio is weighted to the downside.

Market Update
        There ain’t no good guy, there ain’t no bad guy
        There is only you and me and we just disagree

“We Just Disagree” — Dave Mason 
(song, circa 1977)

Right now, the bond market and stock market disagree 
with each other. The stock market is reacting to a grow-
ing economy and higher infl ation expectations. The bond 
market is not buying into the narrative. Either it believes 
that economic growth is not forthcoming to the degree 
that stock investors believe, or that infl ation will not rise 
as expected, or that both scenarios are plausible. 

The stock market has been moving higher over the last 
few months, in contrast, the yield on the 10 Year Treasury 
Note has been moving lower since the end of March. The 
stock market has been propelled higher by the narrative of 
the refl ationary trade and as a result, the cyclical sectors 
of the stock market are benefi tting. 

Stocks vs. Bonds
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Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF (HAC : TSX)
Portfolio Exposure as of May 31, 2021

Symbol

Holdings % of NAV

Canadian Dollar Exposed Assets
Bonds

HFR Horizons Active Ultra-Short Term Investment Grade Bond ETF 9.9%

Equities
HXT Horizons S&P/TSX 60 Index ETF 6.2%

United States Dollar Exposed Assets

Bonds
HTB Horizons US 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF 10.2%

Equities
HXS Horizons S&P 500 Index ETF 22.7%
XLP Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR 9.9%
XLV Health Care Select Sector SPDR 9.8%

XLRE Real Estate Select Sector SPDR 4.0%
HULC Horizons US Large Cap Index ETF 3.4%

IBB iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology ETF 3.0%
FHH First Trust AlphaDEX US Health Care Sector Index ETF 3.0%

IYT iShares Transportation Average ETF -3.0%
XLB Materials Select Sector SPDR Fund -10.0%

US Dollar Forwards (July 2021) - Currency Hedge ** 0.3%

Cash, Cash Equivalents, Margin & Other 30.8%

Total ( NAV $220,458,361) 100.0%

The objective of HAC is long-term capital appreciation in all market cycles by tactically allocating its exposure 
amongst equities, fi xed income, commodities and currencies during periods that have historically demonstrated sea-
sonal trends. The Thackray Market Letter is for educational purposes and is meant to demonstrate the advantages of 
seasonal investing by describing many of the trades and strategies in HAC. 
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So, is the stock market right or the bond market? Most of 
the time, although not all of the time, it is the bond market 
that is right. In April and May, the yield on the US Trea-
sury 10 Year Note decreased while the S&P 500 moved 
higher (see graph below).

The bond market and stock market do not always have an 
inverse correlation. In the summer of 2020, yields headed 
lower while the stock market headed higher (see graph 
below). At the time the Federal Reserve was introducing 
huge amounts of liquidity into the markets to keep interest 
rates low, which helped to provide the narrative of cheap-
er money to fuel a rising stock market.

There is a strong argument that interest rates are being 
held artifi cially low by the Federal Reserve and therefore 
it is diffi  cult to make a comparison between the stock 
market and the bond market. There is a lot of truth in this 
statement. Currently, the Federal Reserve is buying $120 
billion of securities every month ($80 billion in treasuries 
and $40 billion in mortgage backed securities). 

The graph above from Nordea suggests that either the 
yield on the 10 year Treasury Note is too low compared to 
historical norms versus the Core CPI, or the Core CPI is 
too high. If you believe that infl ation is transitory, then it 
is easy to argue that when the infl ation rate settles down, 
the US 10 Year Treasury Note yield will be in line with 
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historical norms and vice versa.

At the current time, the Federal Reserve has stated that 
they want to maintain their buying rate of $120 billion of 
securities a month. It is going to be diffi  cult for the Fed-
eral Reserve to justify an increase in this amount, and it is 
not expected by the markets. Despite other central banks 
around the world starting to talk about tapering their 
purchases, the Federal Reserve keeps committing to its 
buying plan. Nevertheless, if economic numbers come in 
stronger than expected, and/or unemployment improve, 
the market may start to anticipate that the Federal Reserve  
could start tapering at an earlier date than previously ex-
pected. 

Despite the arguments for continued infl ation and eco-
nomic growth, investors need to pay more attention to 
what the bond market is indicating about the future. Bond 
investors are not indicating that infl ation will never be a 
problem and that the economy will not grow. Their posi-
tion is that in the short-term to medium term, infl ation 
expectations are too high and growth expectations too 
strong. In other words, infl ation expectations and the 
stock market have gotten ahead of themselves. Given 
that when the bond market and stock market disagree, 
the bond market is usually the one that is right, investors 
would be wise to pay attention to what the bond market is 
communicating.

Correlation shows that either bond yields and the 
stock market are probably moving higher together, 
or they are both moving lower together in the near 
term
The correlation between bond yields and stock price 
movement changes over time, and is somewhat depen-
dent on the stage of the economic cycle at the time. Bond 
yields typically increase when the economy is shifting 
from a slowing economy to a rapidly expanding econo-
my. Late in the economic cycle, bond yields tend to head 
lower as investors holding long-term bonds anticipate a 
slowing economy. Stocks will often continue to rise, but 
then turn lower and follow bond yields lower. The excep-
tion to this is in an infl ationary environment when bond 
yields continue to head higher as the stock market heads 
higher. At this late stage in the economic cycle, the central 
banks are typically raising rates to cool infl ation. In this 
scenario, stocks often head lower before bond yields. 

There are ebbs and fl ow in the relationship between the 
stock market and bond yields. In the graph below, I illus-
trate the relationship between the yield on the 10 Year US 
Treasury Note and the S&P 500. I have used a 22 trading 
day correlation graph (bottom panel), which shows the 

correlation on a one-month rolling basis. 

The graph shows that in the short-term the yield and the 
stock market direction cycle back and forth between be-
ing highly correlated (moving in the same direction) and 
being highly inversely correlated (moving in the opposite 
direction). A value above zero, shows a positive correla-
tion and below zero, a negative correlation. I am using 
the level of 0.75 as highly correlated and -0.75 as highly 
negatively correlated.

If you look at the graph it is easy to see that when there 
is a high correlation, the trend can remain at the upper 
band for a few weeks before turning lower. For example, 
the high correlation around October 2019 was persistent. 
In contrast, when the correlation is highly negative, the 
condition does not last long, as can be seen with the “v” 
shaped bottoms. We are potentially at one of the bottoms 
with the correlation factor of -0.80.

If yields start to correlate to stock prices, either stock pric-
es continue to rise and yields rise at the same time, or both 
stocks and yields fall together. 
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The refl ation trade investors would say that interest rates 
will turn higher. The weaker than expected May Nonfarm 
Payroll report released last Friday with only 556 thousand 
jobs being created would suggest that both yields and the 
stock market could head lower.

The raging debate in the markets is whether we are in a 
bout of transitory infl ation or persistent infl ation. If we are 
in a situation of persistent infl ation, it is more likely that 
interest rates will rise. If infl ation is transitory (at least for 
now), this increases the chances of interest rates declin-
ing. 

Where does seasonality fall within this debate? Seasonal-
ity supports the trend of lower interest rates over the next 
few months. Government bonds tend to perform well from 
May 6 to October 3, particularly in August and September 
(Thackray’s 2021 Investor’s Guide, page 47). In addition, 
infl ation expectations tend to fall from early May to late 
September (Thackray’s 2021 Investor’s Guide, page 149). 
Seasonality does not guarantee success, but it does help 
indicate supportive trends. 

The current market is in a similar situation com-
pared to 1987 and 2007-2008
The current situation with commodities performing well 
into a possible market top is very similar to 1987. There are 
some diff erences of course, including the level of interest 
rates. Nevertheless, back in 1987 infl ation was heading 
higher and commodities were on fi re. The resource stocks 
of the time were outperforming. In August 1987, the stock 
market started to stumble under its own weight and then 
corrected sharply in October. It is possible that we could 
see some sort of similar outcome with the stock market 
topping out sometime in the next few months. 

The stock market analogue of 2007-2008, could also pro-
vide some insight into what may lay ahead. The S&P 500 
started to turn lower in late 2007. At the same time, the 
CRB Index continued higher into the beginning of July 
2008, before correcting sharply. The CRB Index is heav-
ily weighted with oil, which reached a lofty value in the 
$140’s in July 2008. 

In both 1987 and 2007-2008, commodities outperformed 
the S&P 500 into the top of the market. Currently, we are 
seeing the commodity and cyclical sectors outperform-
ing. It is possible that the S&P 500 is in a topping pattern 
even as the cyclical sectors continue to perform well. I 
am planning on writing about this more over the next few 
months. Today’s situation has some similarities. 

Lumber - Trees don’t climb to the sky
Last month, I included a graph of lumber and prognos-
ticated that the price was set to fall. I included a pic of 
a lumberjack poised to strike down the rising price of 
lumber. It was fortuitous that the lumber price corrected 
sharply a few days later. Although the price corrected, it 
is still in an upward trend and slightly above its 50 day 
moving average. 

The price of lumber is ultimately set by supply and de-
mand. As sawmills ramp up their production, supply is 
increasing. As plywood is being imported from China, 
supply is increasing. This will put downward pressure on 
the price of lumber.

As I have mentioned in the past, lumber is often a senti-
ment indicator, for the homebuilders sector and the overall 
stock market. Keep an eye on the price of lumber, it could 
give us some clues on the market direction. A continuing 
fall in the price of lumber would indicate an increasing 
probability of the stock market heading lower.

On a seasonal basis
Currently, the S&P 500 is just below where it was over 
a month ago. The fi rst few days of June have been posi-
tive, which on average over the long-term is not out of the 
norm. The stock market, on a seasonal basis, for most of 
the remainder of June, on average tends to have lacklus-
ter performance and even slightly negative performance. 

The good news is that a correction in June can actually lead 
to a good buying opportunity for the broad stock market 
towards the end of June. On average, over the long-term 
the S&P 500 has rallied in the last couple of days in June, 
to approximately July 18.  This rally is largely the result 
of investors pushing up the stock market ahead of the Q2 
earnings season (Thackray’s 2021 Investor’s Guide).
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Seasonal Opportunities

Energy –
The energy sector has a strong seasonal period from Feb-
ruary 25 to May 9 

The energy sector is not in its strong seasonal period at 
this time. Over the last few weeks, the price of oil has 
been rising, with the price of West Texas falling just short 
of $70. OPEC+ has been fairly diligent at controlling their 
supply and as demand has grown with the reopening of 
the economies, the price of oil has risen. Demand is still 
well below pre-pandemic levels by approximately 5 mil-
lion bbls/day. The oil price is about the supply levels. Sup-
ply has been reduced because of COVID, much like many 
other commodities. It has also been reduced because of 
OPEC+ reducing their supply. The price of oil will be set 
by how fast non OPEC+ producers increase their supply 
and indirectly aff ecting the oil sector. 

The seasonal period of strength for the energy sector fi n-
ished on May 9. When commodities are rallying in the 
summer months, the price of oil can continue to rally past 
its seasonal period end date. Investors should note that 
strong rallies in oil and the energy sector, when they 
have occurred in the early summer, have often lead to 
sharp corrections in the late summer. 

Biotech –
Getting ready for its seasonal period
The biotech sector has a strong seasonal period from 
June 23 to September 13

The seasonal period for biotech starts later this month, 
but recent developments have been positive for the sec-
tor. Recently, the biotech sector has broken its downward 
channel after underperforming the S&P 500 since Febru-
ary. The substantial underperformance of the biotech sec-
tor has set up the sector to bounce into its strong seasonal 
period.

The sweet spot for the biotech sector seasonal period is 
the month of July.

From 1993 to 2019, the biotech sector has been positive 
79% of the time and has outperformed the S&P 500, 82% 
of the time. It has also produced an average gain of 6.3%.

This sector looks like it is set to shine in its strong sea-
sonal period.

My Call: The biotech sector will probably start to out-
perform the S&P 500 in the near future and continue to 
outperform into August.
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Consumer Staples –
The consumer staples sector has a strong seasonal period 
from April 23 to October 27

The consumer staples sector has broken its downward 
trend line relative to the S&P 500, which is a positive de-
velopment. Overall, the consumer staples sector has had 
lackluster performance relative to the S&P 500. 

Although the consumer staples sector is in its strong sea-
sonal period, the month of June, is not one of the better 
months for the sector. If interest rates do manage to head 
lower, the consumer staples sector will probably benefi t. 

My Call: The consumer staples sector will probably per-
form slightly above market over the next few months.

Transportation –
The transportation sector is not in its strong seasonal pe-
riod. In fact, it tends to be weak at this time of the year.

Currently, the transportation sector is heading lower rela-
tive to the S&P 500. If the economic re-opening occurs at 
a rate that is less than expected, the transportation sector’s 
relative performance compared to the S&P 500, could be 
an early indicator of overall stock market performance.

My Call: The transportation sector will probably under-
perform into the end of June.

Materials –
The materials sector is not in its strong seasonal period. 
In fact, the sector tends to perform poorly in the month 
of June.

My Call: The materials sector will probably underper-
form the S&P 500 until late September.
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US Financials
The US fi nancial sector is not in its strong seasonal peri-
od. Recently, rising infl ation expectations have supported 
the sector’s move higher. The graph below shows the re-
lationship between the performance of the fi nancial sector 
relative to the S&P 500 and the trend of the yield on the 
US 10-year Treasury Note. From 2020, up until April of 
this year the trend the yield on the US Treasury 10-year 
was similar to trend of the relative performance of the US 
fi nancial sector compared to the S&P 500. In April, the 
yield moved lower and the fi nancial sector outperformed 
the S&P 500. This divergence will probably resolve itself 
with either yields moving higher or the fi nancial sector 
starting to underperform. 

Seasonal trends support the fi nancial sector starting to un-
derperform.

My Call: The US fi nancial sector will probably under-
perform until mid-July.

Canadian Banks –
The Canadian banking sector is not in its strong seasonal 
period. 

Recently, the Canadian banking sector has been outper-
forming the Canadian stock market. This has been occur-
ring largely as the result of investors being attracted to the 
sector, as the stock market has been relatively fl at at the 
same time that the economy has been improving. Inves-

tors were anticipating strong earnings from the Canadian 
banks to be reported late in May and their wishes were 
fulfi lled. 

Investors pushed the performance of Canadian banks 
higher heading into their earnings. Since the sector is fi n-
ished its earnings report, Canadian banks have been per-
forming at market. 

On a seasonal basis, Canadian banks tend to underper-
form the market in the month of June.

My Call: The Canadian banking sector will probably 
underperform the Canadian stock market in June.

Health Care –
The health care sector has a strong seasonal period from 
May 1 to August 2
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The health care sector has had a medium term trend of 
underperforming the S&P 500 since early 2020. It has had 
some ups and downs along the way. Although the sector 
is still in its downtrend channel relative to the S&P 500, 
the sector tends to perform particularly well in June. In-
vestors should be looking for the sector to break above its 
relative trading channel, which would provide confi rma-
tion of improving strength.

My Call: The health care sector will probably outper-
form the S&P 500 into August.

US Government Bonds –
The US government bond sector has a strong seasonal 
period from May 6 to October 3

US government bonds have been performing relatively 
well since the beginning of April. The infl ation narrative 
has failed to push yields higher. 

On a seasonal basis, bond yields tend to move down at 
this time of the year. Look for the sector’s response to the 
CPI numbers coming out shortly and also to the Federal 
Reserve interest rate announcement/meeting on June 16.

My Call: US government bonds will probably continue 
to perform well into September.

US REITs –
The US REIT sector has a strong seasonal period from 
March 8 to September 20

REITS have been performing well, in both a rising inter-
est rate environment and a falling interest rate environ-
ment. They have been outperforming the S&P 500 since 
the beginning of 2021. The REIT sector has a strong sea-

sonal profi le in June and July. 

My Call: The US REIT sector will probably continue to 
outperform the S&P 500 into September.

Gold Bullion –
Gold bullion has a strong seasonal period from July 12 
to October 9

Gold bottomed in March and has rallied since. Relative 
to the S&P 500, gold has broken its downward trend line.  
Gold has been performing well as interest rates have been 
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fl at or heading down slightly. 

Gold bullion can start to perform well in June, but tends to 
be volatile during the month. Currently, it is overbought 
based upon the RSI. There are signifi cant movers in the 
short-term for the price of gold. The CPI numbers come 
out shortly and the Federal Reserve has its meeting next 
week. It is going to be interesting to see how the stock 
market, bond market and gold react to these events. Inves-
tors should expect some turmoil.

At the current time, it looks like gold is going to continue 
to perform well.

My Call: Gold bullion will probably slightly outper-
form the S&P 500 in the near future, before increasing 
its relative outperformance starting in July.

Gold Miners –
Gold miners haves a strong seasonal period from July 27 
to September 25

The gold miners sector starts its seasonal period later than 
bullion. Since mid-May, the gold miners sector has been 
underperforming the S&P 500. 

Given that gold miners are part of the stock market, if the 
stock market were to correct and gold was “fl at”, it would 
be expected that gold miners would probably decrease 
with the market. 

My Call: Gold miners will probably start to outperform 
in early July. 

Rants
It seems that I will always have something to rant about…
given the amount of stupid stuff  that keeps happening.

Rant #1
Nothing - you can buy nothing - literally!
An Italian artist, Garau recently sold an invisible statue 
for $18,000. The instructions for the statue were that it 
must be displayed in a private home free from any ob-
struction, in an area that is about 5ft by 5ft. No special 
lighting or climate requirements are needed ..... because 
the statue does not exist.

I would like to see the video of the UPS person that was 
instructed to pick up and deliver the statue. Now that 
would be funny. 

Rant #2
Sit back and watch the show - AMC - Its a com-
edy!

AMC closed at $2.12 a few months ago, on December 
31, 2020. It reached $72.62 on June 2, 2021. Initially, in 
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January, AMC was part of the Reddit Meme stock crazi-
ness and AMC rocketed to $20.36 on January 27. It subse-
quently went back down to $5.32 on Feduray 17. In May, 
AMC started to climb again, bouncing off  $10 and it has 
quickly spiked to $60. Once again, the culprit was the 
Reddit short squeeze. BTW, the pre COVID-19 pandemic 
of AMC was approximately $7. 

AMC has not come up with a great new concept. It has 
not changed its business model. It is not expected to dis-
proportionately benefi t from the re-opening. In fact, it is 
materially the same as it was before the pandemic. AMC 
has become a gambling vehicle for investors and has little 
to do with fundamentals.

The CEO of AMC, Adam Aron, has wisely taken advan-
tage of AMC’s ridiculous price and quickly sold stock 
from the treasury account into the retail market. He was 
able to raise over $500 million. Surprisingly, or maybe 
not, the price of AMC went up after introducing more 
shares into the fl oat for AMC. 

Aron also introduced a program for shareholders off ering 
them free popcorn and other perks. Popcorn costs next to 
nothing, but it seems to be helping convince the stock-
holders to stick around.

So, sit back and watch the AMC show. Don’t buy AMC 
for the free popcorn. Buy your own popcorn. It’s cheap.

Rant #3
Janet Yellen really thinks that money is “free”
A few days before Biden came out with his proposed in-
sanely high proposed defi cit of $6 billion, Yellen softened 
the crowd by publicly stating that the government needs 
to spend much more money than it is planing. She said 
that the government’s thinking “like it was 2010.”

Government spending is fi nanced by borrowing in the 
markets. Primary dealers buy newly issued government 
bonds, acting as agents for domestic and foreign institu-

tions. It is essentially taking both domestic dollars and 
eurodollars out of the market and placing them in Trea-
sury General Account. The eurodollars are dollars outside 
of the US and not controlled by the Federal Reserve or 
government. 

Despite what many believe, government borrowing is bor-
rowing from the future to spend now. Sometimes this can 
make sense, especially when you are investing in produc-
tivity growth which will increase economic growth in the 
future. It is very diffi  cult to argue that this is the case with 
the current government spending. I am not arguing that all 
government spending should be productivity increasing, 
as there are noble pursuits such as helping people in need.

Governments, along with compliant media have led the 
public to believe that all of their spending during the 
pandemic was necessary and that all of their upcoming 
spending is also necessary and that all of their new debt 
will easily be looked after by future growth. 

To be clear, I am not saying that the government should 
not have spent money during the pandemic to help peo-
ple, but so much of their spending was wasted and sup-
ported fraud. It is easy to say that this is a bi-product of 
government spending, but it does not have to be that way.

Yellen wants people to think big, with big defi cits and 
big plans. Unfortunately, borrowing from our children in 
the future in order to satisfy our government wants in the 
present term, will lead to extreme waste, reduce growth 
potential of the future and lower the standard of living 
for everyone. I could rant all day on this topic alone. The 
point is overspending in the present is “generationaly” 
selfi sh. 

Instead of spending as if  money is free forever, govern-
ments need to develop responsible plans to help environ-
mental causes, help people in need and boost productiv-
ity. Most governments around the world are clearly not 
doing this. They are more interested in spending as much 
money as possible in the name of the future, but without 
regard for the future.

Rant #4
US is manufacturing unemployment on purpose
Yup, it is highly likely the US government is purposely 
manufacturing unemployment. Despite what they say.

I want to state up front that there are people that are in 
need as the result of the COVID-19 pandemic and society 
has a duty to help those in need with support.

We have all seen the help wanted signs in our neighbor-
hoods. We have all heard the stories about employers of-
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fering incentives to apply for jobs. We have all heard the 
stories of businesses not being able to function properly 
because they cannot hire people. It is simple: there is a 
signifi cant percentage of the population that is making 
more money staying home compared to working. 

This has caused huge problems as workers are refusing to 
go back to work. Companies are not able to staff  properly, 
resulting in companies have to stay closed or operate with 
poor service or reduced hours. 

The graph below shows that job openings have been 
ramping up as employers are advertising more and more 
job openings (green line on graph). At the same time the 
US Continuous Claims Pandemic Assist payments shows 
that people are staying on the “dole” and not returning to 
work (red line on graph, inverse). 

Current government logic ( “>” greater than):

Government provides stay home free money
 > work money 
= high unemployment 
= Federal Reserve to add more liquidity to system + in-
creased government “free money” and the process repeats

How hard is this to fi gure out. And yet Powell continues 
to say that high amounts of liquidity will be provided to 
the markets on an ongoing basis until unemployment im-
proves. Powell, this is really simple. The Federal Reserve 
increasing QE does not solve unemployment. 

So, why is the federal government purposely providing 
stimulus money that is greater than the working wage for 
most people? I believe that answer is simple. It wants to 
raise wages. It is purposely manufacturing unemploy-
ment in order to force wages higher. Companies are being 
forced to raise wages in order to function. Normally, high 
unemployment puts downward pressure on wages, but in 
this circumstance the unemployed are being incentivized 
not to work.

If the government wants to raise the minimum wage, that 
is a political issue. By artifi cially encouraging people to 
not work, this will create long-term scaring on the psyche 
of the workforce, devaluing the importance of contribut-
ing to society in a productive manner. This is not good.

At the time of this writing, the thirty-three states have re-
alized this problem and have blocked the additional $300/
week per worker that the Federal government has been 
providing as additional assistance. 

The federal government needs to stop encouraging peo-
ple not to work. Instead, they need to use their resources 
properly and help those that actually need assistance.
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